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THE GROWTH AND CHANGE OF HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES 
IN THE STATE OF MAINE: IMPLICATIONS FOR STATE 
AND LOCAL DEVELOPMENT POLICyt 
Dennis A. Watkins and Thomas G. Allen l 
INTRODUCTION 
An increasingly important component of the manufacturing base in New 
England consists of high technology industries. However, the degree of 
impact and the amoun t of economic vita 1 ity created in the reg i on is, at 
best, extremely uneven. The largest portion of employment benefit has 
accrued to the southern New England States, namely Connecticut , Rhode 
Island, and Massachusetts. Although less than ten percent of New 
England's high technology employment is located in the northern New 
England States of Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont, there is increasing 
evidence to suggest that a fundamental change in the technological base of 
the region is occurring. The change may result in the diffusion of high 
technology innovation and employment benefit within the region . For 
example, Doody and Munzer , (1981); and Wyckoff and O'Connor, (1983) 
found that since 1975, the yearly growth rate of high technology 
industries in northern New England has averaged 65 percent compared with 
an average net change of 23 percent for the southern New England states. 
A cursory examination of the Doody and Munzer data suggests that high 
technology industries have developed primarily in the more urbanized set-
tings of southern New England. A significant movement toward northern New 
England has occurred only since 1975. Undoubtedly, southern New England, 
tThis research was supported in part by funds provided by the Hatch 
Act and administered by the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station, 
University of Maine at Orono. 
1Associ ate Professor of Community Development and Former Graduate 
Research Assistant, Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics, 
University of Maine at Orono, Orono, ME. 
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with its highly urbanized centers, will continue as the focus for high 
technology innovation, yet indications are that the holding capacity of 
these centers may have been reached (Premus, 1982). The result is an 
outflow of new industry into the less popu1 ated but adjacent regions of 
New Eng 1 and, namely, the more northern states. New Hampshi re, with the 
greatest percentage growth of high technology employment in New England 
from 1975 to 1979 and the highest ratio of high technology employment to 
total employment in 1979, might be considered a prime example of this 
outflow toward northern New England . The focus of this study was on the 
extent to wh ic h and under what conditions Maine has participated in and 
might continue to benefit from this development in high technology 
industries. 
Knowledge of high technology growth patterns could be extremely help-
ful to the econom ic development profession. The current enthusiasm and 
popularity of high technology has created impressions of exaggerated bene-
fit to local COO111unities and claims of rap id growth opportunities for 
localities seeking an expanded tax base. In part, this study contributes 
to the growing body of high technology knowledge which should help an eco-
nomic development professional make more realistic and sound decisions. 
Issues in High Technology Research 
Underpinning the current research in high technology are several 
issues, the resolution of which would lend considerable clarity to an 
understanding of the role of high technology in economic development . The 
most relevant issue i s the lack of a precise definition of high tech-
nology . Variation exists among researchers and therefore results in 
faulty cCJl1parisons of one study to another. In fact, contradictory argu-
ments about the impact of high technology are not unCOO111on . The second 
issue relates to the factor of job generation. Specify i ng the primary 
characteristics of firms known to have created significant numbers of new 
jobs has becCJl1e the focus for research efforts. Thirdly, greater 
knowledge of the growth process and location needs of high technology is 
needed. Using previous research efforts and identifying the character-
2 
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istics of the more important job creating firms would significantl . 
contribute toward describing any comparative advantage Maine might posses : 
for promoting future growth of these industries. 
Research Hypotheses 
Recent studies of high technology industries in New England have 
underscored the importance which small , developing firms have pl ayed in 
the resurgence of t he regional economy (Doody and Munzer, 1981; Hekman, 
1980). Given these findings and Maine's location relative to the high 
technology growth area centered around Boston, Massachusetts, the 
following hypotheses have been developed concerning high technology 
industries in Maine: 
1. The majority of hi gh technology firms and high technology 
employment in Maine in 1970, 1976, and 1981 will be geographically 
located within the area defined as the corridor region . 
2. At least fifty percent of all new high technology jobs generated in 
high technology industries in Maine during the periods 1970-1976, 
and 1976-1981 will be in independently owned firms . 
3. Firms with twenty or fewer employees will generate at least fifty 
percent of all new jobs created in high technology industries in 
Maine- between 1976 and 1981. 
To shed light on the validity of these hypotheses, employment and pro-
duct ion data were gathered for llO firms incl uding 20 three-digit SIC 
(Standard Industrial Classification) categories. The time periods covered 
were 1970, 1976, and 1981. 2 This data base was provided by the Bureau of 
Employment Security and the Bureau of Labor Standards of the Maine 
Department of Labor. The research was guided by the following questions: 
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How are firms distributed among specific high technology industries 
and has this distribution changed over time? 
What is the geographic distribution of high technology firms 
within the state and how is this distribution changing? 
How dynamic have Maine's high technology industries been with 
respect to plant openings, closings, and acquisitions? 
How is employment generation distributed by size, age, SIC, and type 
of firm? 
Does Maine show a potential comparative advantage for specific high 
technology SIC's? 
What implications can be drawn from the Maine data for rural com-
munities seeking high technology development? 
Definition of High Technology Industries 
The fact that "high technology" has come to be used in a very general 
way with applicability to almost any recent or emerging innovations that 
if adopted by a user would provide a range of benefits poses a problematic 
dilenma for the r esearcher. Although some general attributes have been 
suggested in defining high technology, a lack of clarity exists. 
In attempting to develop clear criteria for defining high technology, 
Davis used data f rom the National Science Foundation (NSF) (Premus, 1982). 
This work resulted in the development of a measure based on the ratio of 
industry expenditures for research and development activities versus pro-
duct sales. Those industries with a larger proportion of investment from 
sales into R&D were viewed as more representative of high technology. 
Although his focus was on manufacturing industries, Davis was able to 
identify ten NSF product classes as having higher R&D expenditure 
ratios. 
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Researchers Doody and Munzer (1981) at the Massachusetts Division of 
Employment Security compared the growth of high technology employment 
between Massachusetts and other selected states for the years 1975-1979. 
Included in the study were industries in a 9rouP of twenty 3-dig i t manu-
facturing SIC categories. These categories had been used during the pre-
vious five years by a variety of Massachusetts organizations. Doody and 
Munzer (1981) found that in general high technology industries produce 
hi9h value-added products which compete in worldwide markets as contrasted 
to local or regional markets . 
A third important study working toward a definition of high tech-
nology involved the types of occupations associated with each industry. 
Researchers at Northeastern Univeristy developed a set of criteria which 
included a requirement that to be considered as high technology, an 
industry must employ a minimum of 8 percent of its workforce as scien-
tists, engineers , or technicians, and at least 5 percent in a more 
narrowly defined class of scientific and engineering occupations. 
Including both service and manufacturing industries, this definition 
encompasses thirty-two 3-digit SIC categories, of which, twenty are 
strictly manufacturing (Premus, 1982). 
General overl ap and agreement do appear in the studies cited above. 
The common characteristics of the industries are outlined by Premus 
(1982) . 
First, the firms are labor intensive rather than capital 
intensive in their production processes, employing a higher 
percentage of technicians, engineers, and scientists than 
other manufacturing companies. Second, the industries are 
science-based in that they thrive on the application of advan-
ces in science to the marketplace in the form of new products 
and production methods. Third, R&D inputs are much more 
important to the continued successful operation of high tech-
nology firms than is the case for other manufacturing 
industries. 
Usi~g apparently subjective interpretations of these guidelines, 
Premus (1982 ) selected five 2-digit SIC categories as definitional 
5 
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boundaries for including all high technology industries. 
included industries are in the manufacturing sector. 
All of the 
Furthermore, in the studies of Doody and Munzer (1981) and Premus 
(1982) the final definition of high technology industries can be found in 
a list of 3 or 4-digit SIC categories . The SIC categories, because they 
represent a national standard , allow for comparison of consistent data 
over time from all states and/or regions. Adjusting only for SIC changes 
which took place in 1972 permits a valid comparison of data. 
The listing of industries included for use in this particular study 
included the criteria of product innovations as distinguished from process 
innovations . High technology revol ves around the discovery and develop-
ment of substantially new products or new methods of producing existing 
products; however, important differences exist between the two. Whi le 
product innovations involve the manufacture of products essentially new to 
the market pl ace, process innovations may simply employ new products as 
inputs to the production process with little or no change in the finished 
good. In a s tudy of industrial innovation, Abernathy and Utterback (1978) 
argued that the size of organization, its status in the evolution process, 
and the type of i nnovat i on with wh i ch it is mos t concerned are all 
necessarily related. 
The issue of produc t ver.sus process i nnovat ions takes on an addi-
tional meaning in Maine where 16 percent of the manufacturing workers in 
1980 were employed in the pulp and paper industry. Although research and 
development represent a substantial amount of money invested by th i s 
industry and generally utilize state of the art equipment in its produc-
tion process, the end product, paper, would not be considered a high tech-
nology product by most measures. 
It is apparent that most definitions of high technology are 
influenced by a certain degree of subjecti vity on the part of rese archers. 
This study is no exception . By restricting the defigition to those 
industries exhibiting product innovations, the selection is effectively 
6 
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narrowed to the manufacturing sector. The decision was made to util i ze 
the list of twenty 3-digit SIC categories as used by the Massachusett s 
Divis ion of Employment Security. The emerging literature base in hi gh 
t echnology indicates considerable agreement with the selected SIC's for 
this study (Premus, 1982) . A complete list of SIC codes and Department of 
Commerce titles is included in the appendix. 
Methodo logy 
The Data Base. Data for this study of the high technology industries 
in Maine were provided by two bureaus within the Maine Department of 
Labor, the Bureau of Empl oyment Security, Division of Research and 
Analysis and the Bureau of Labor Standards . The former maintains records 
on all private busi ness establishments within t he State subject to taxa-
tion under Maine unemployment compensat i on laws . 3 With an agreement of 
confidential ity, access to these data files was obtained making it 
possible to i dentify all firms in Maine which were officially classified 
under one of the designated 3-dig it SIC categories for each of the study 
years . Information on each firm , obtained from the Bureau of Employment 
Security, con s isted of i t s name and Maine address, 3-digit SIC class ifica-
t ion , annual average employment levels in 1970, 1976, and 1981, liabi lity 
date , chargeback date , predecessor emp loyer 10 (if any), successor 
employer 10 (if any), and curren t employer 10 . Ex planat ion of these terms 
is provided ih the appendix. 
The Bureau of La bor Stand ards has as one of its responsibi l ities con-
ducting an annual survey of manufact ur in g establishments within Maine . 
For the years 1970 , 1976, and 1981 (1981 was the 1 atest year for wh ic h a 
complete set of data had been received), additional inform ation was made 
av ailable under confidentiality restrictions similar to those established 
with t he Bureau of Emp l oyment Security . 
3Liability under Maine law is established fo r any firm which (1) em-
ployed at least one person who has been paid $1,500 in any calendar 
quarter, or (2) employed one person for a twenty week period. 
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The Record of Observations. Data from both information sources were 
combined to produce a single observation on each firm covering all of the 
study years in which that firm appeared . These observations were then 
coded and entered onto computer files using facilities of the Computing 
and Processing Services Center at the University of Maine at Orono. Each 
observation is a record of a firm only during those periods when it 
operated within one of the designated high technology industries . 
For purpos es of organizing the data base, a distinction stems from 
differences encountered in the record keeping systems of the two sources 
of data. 4 Eac h observation contains information on the operat ions of 
separate firms. Should a firm undergo a change in ownership or corporate 
structure, a separate observation ·is produced containing the information 
for the new entity. This is distinct from the record of a single plant 
which may house several firms over the course of its 1 i fetime. The 
ability to distinguish between a simple change in ownership which 
woul d appear as the death of one fi rm and the bi rth of another, and 
the actual birth or death of a firm is provided through the use of 
predecessor and successor identification numbers which indicate 
that an entity change, rather than a birth or death, occurred. 
The resulting data base consists of 110 records, each containing 
information on a single firm covering the years 1970, 1976 and 1981. 
4The Bureau of Employment Security uses as its record-keeping basis 
the legal ownership of the firm. Hence, any change in corporate struc-
ture, merger, or sale results in the discontinuation of one identificatio~ 
number and file, and the start of a new identification number and file. 
The Bureau of Labor Standards , however, uses the existence of physical 
plant and machinery as its basis for record-keeping, without taking into 
account any change in the ownership of those facilities. As a result, the 
combination of these two data sources required an individual examination 
of each observation from the separate sources and several cross-references 
using location and predecessor and successor identification numbers prior 
to establishing a single combined observation for inclusion in the data 
base for this study . 
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Distributed over these three study years, information is available on 165 
different observations. Obviously, there have been plants wh ich may have 
operated continuously within a high technology industry over each of the 
years listed. Others may have changed ownership or SIC classification 
while still others may have begun or ceased operations during the period 
studied. 
The terms "plant," "firm," and "establishment" are used inter-
changeably when referring to manufacturing operations. Data pertaining to 
the number of firms, their locations, and employment levels are complete 
for all three study years. 
Data Limitations. The major limitations associated with utilizing 
the high technology data currently available were related primarily to the 
information collected from the Bureau of Labor Standards , referred to here 
as production data. Most limiting was the extent to which data were 
unavailable for some firms, particularly in the 1970 study period, and to 
a lesser extent, the 1976 study year. These missing data were the result 
of an action by the Bureau of Labor Standards to destroy records on all 
firms which ceased operation prior to 1976. Of the high technology firms 
which operated in 1970 , production related data were no longer available 
on 51 per cent of the firms. For firms operating in 1976, the 
corresponding figure was 20 percent. For 1981, data were currently 
unavailable on a neg ligible 4.1 percent of the firms. An initial attempt 
to compensate for missing data on year to year comparisons used average 
per firm figures as opposed to raw industry totals . However, a closer 
examination of the data revealed that the occurrences of missing infor-
mation were significantly skewed toward the smaller sized firms . 
With respect to employment data from the Bureau of Employment 
Security , information related to annual average employment levels of high 
technology firms was complete for all firms in all study years. 
Cpnparable data were also available for general manufacturing in Maine, 
high technology, and general manufacturing nationwide. 
9 
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High Technology Expansion Characteristics and Related 
Locational Needs 
The location needs of high technology firms and the potential for 
their location in rural areas have produced much discussion but little 
agreement. Using traditional location theory with its focus on market, 
labor, and resource requirements has proven problematic when applied to 
the high technology industry. In fact, these industries are categorized 
for the most part as "foot loose ." For example, transportation loses its 
importance as a key constraint in location of a plant because the products 
of many high technology operations are characterized by a very high value 
to weight ratio. Likewise, energy and natural resource bases are also 
viewed as non-deterministi c inputs to the high technology manufacturing 
process (Hekman, 1980). In contrast with the market, labor and resource 
requirements, firms cited quality of life indicators as important to their 
location decisions . These included attitudes toward business, quality of 
school systems, cost of property, availability of people-oriented 
transportation systems, and cultural and recreational amenities. 
Loc ation Needs. The resulting profile of location requisites is 
one wh i ch appears surprisingly favorable to the development of rural 
areas. Offering large pools of trainable labor and the quality of life j 
factors apparently favorable to high technology indu s tr ies, rural areas in I 
the Northeast stand poised to wel come the growth of high technology in 
their regions. The recent spread of high technology firms into the 
Pacific Northwest out of the Si 1 icon Valley region of Cal i forni a is evi- I 
dence to support th i s growth potential. Recent data indi cate Oregon alone: 
has become the site of over 600 computer and electronics companies (Batt •. 
1981 ) • 
Upon closer examination, the situation involving rural areas becomes 
obscured with contradictory findings . While high technology firms profess 
a defin i te inclination toward quality of life factors found in suburban 
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for urban settings. Although domesti c rural areas may possess the capa-
c ity to provi de adequate 1 abor sk ill s, part i cuI ar Iy in regard to 1 arge 
assembly type operations, this factor immediately places them in direct 
competition with foreign countries offering considerably lower labor 
costs (Levin and Rumberger, 1983). Furthermore, stud i es by Blakely and 
Bradshaw (1979) have shown that when an industry locates i n a rural area 
there have been few opportunities for local unemployed people, and skilled 
workers are often attracted from outside the area. Given the conflicting 
assessments of high technology's potential impacts in rural areas, addi-
tional insight and clarification can be gained by examining the expansion 
process of typical high technology industries and the operating charac-
teristics of these industries as they progress from start-up to maturity. 
By distinguishing between product life cycles and process life cycles 
it can be argued that the required inputs to a manufacturing process 
playa definitive role in the determination of a firm's location decision. 
The rationale is useful as a basis for examining the production charac-
teristics of high technology firms as they develop over time, and as a 
means of assessing the ability of a rural region to foster and sustain 
high technology industries. Incentives which will attract firms in one 
evolutionary stage wi 11 not necessarily appeal to an enterprise at a dif-
ferent stage (Abernathy and Utterback, 1978; Bollinger, et al., 1983). 
Typically, the young start-up firm is very small with only a few pro-
fessionals and a makeshift factory in wh ich the product is assembled by 
hand (Hekman, 1978). Product i on at th iss tage is res tr i cted pr imarily to 
experimental models 
marketable product. 
undergoing continuing development into a viable, 
As discovered in the Premus (1982) survey, the prox-
imity to larger universities, well respected in technolog i cal fields, is 
-Of major importance to high technology firms, particularly in the early 
1tages of development. Among all high technology firms responding to the 
Premus survey, over 58 percent indicated that academic institutions played 
, significant role in their regional location decision . This attribute 
ranked fourth out of twelve location factors. "The attraction of high 
11 
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technology companies to university based communities is no accident. 
Universities contribute significantly to advances in basic science that 
high technology companies crave" (Premus, 1982). The role of Maine's aca-
demic institutions and how they are perceived will be important in the 
state's ability to attract high technology firms in their early stages of 
growth. 
The second stage of growth involves a rationalization process where 
dev el oping high technology firms locate around existing establ ishments. 
At this stage, the firms benefit from a location which allows them to take 
advantage of a highly sk i lled labor force and speci a1 ized services. "They 
are not tempted to move to a region with lower taxes or 1 abor costs 
because these specialized resources are not as available elsewhere" 
(Premus, 1982). The result is a continued clustering of hi gh technology 
firms wh ic h in turn further perpetuates the agglomerative benefits pro-
vided by the major high technology centers in this country, inc1 uding a 
greater access to venture capital. 
Finally, the third stage in the production process 1 ife cycle is 
characterized as large scale with an emphasis on mass production of stan-
dardized products. The tendency is to suggest that location decisions at 
this stage shif t to a greater reliance on more traditional factors such as 
water supplies, energy supplies, and unskilled labor. Results of the 
Premus survey, however, indicate that these factors rece i ved relativel,y 
lower ratings particularly water and energy (Premus, 1982). 
Nevertheless, it is at this stage that the greatest amount of branching 
occurs, whereby manufacturing and assembly plants are established as enti-
ties separate from the corporate headquarters. Previous studies have 
shown that whether a branch operation is more l i kely to be located within 
the same region as the parent offices, or in another region, is a func-
tion of the specific industry under study (Hekman, 1980). t 
For example, Hekman's research has shown that in the case of . th~ 
computer industry, as production evolves into large scale operations,. 
f irms are likely to establis h branch manufacturing plants in 10cati ~s 
12 
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apart from the corporate headquarter facilities, although these separate 
plants in many cases are located within the same general geographic region 
of the country (i.e. New England, Midwest, Pacific, etc.). Also of value 
to a study of high technology's potential in rural areas is Hekman's 
finding that by far the greatest percentage of employees in the computer 
industry are located within multi-plant establishments which in 1979 
accounted for over 93 percent of that industry's total nationwide 
employment. Furthermore, that "employment outside the nation's primary 
research and development centers should grow more rapidly in the 
future" (Hekman, 1980) . 
Based upon previous research on growth patterns and location factors 
it appears that, for the most part , the role of Maine's rural areas in the 
continuing development of these industries will be limited to providing 
potential sites for large, third stage operations (Premus, 1982). Should 
Maine begin to develop high technology industries at this mature growth 
level into a significant sector on its economy, a recently voiced concern 
would need to be addressed concerning the skill level of workers in these 
industries . Simi lar to other industries, as the assembly and manufac-
turing operation becomes more simplified and rationalized in the interest 
of efficiency , and the degree of mechanization increases , skill require-
ments of workers decrease sharply . If so, and if it is indeed warrantable 
t~at much high technology assembly requires no more than a primary educa-
tion, then the " ... danger from high tech is that it may facilitate the 
transfer of production overseas" as comp anies shift their production 
fac\l ities to countries with considerably lower wage scales (Levin and 
UIII berger, 1983). 
Job Generat 10n 
The increased foreign competition, the pace of technological innova-
tIon aAd the disorienting impact of periodic recessions on the labor 
force, have stimulated interest in the processes of job creation and job 
~ \111 ina ti on. Perhaps the most influential researcher to study this 
13 
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pr.oblem is Professor David Birch of the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. Traditionally, employment research based on the total aggre-
gate number of persons employed and unemployment rates have relied on the 
changes in newly created and disconti nued job opportunities. As input for 
the design of econom ic development policy, these data are viewed over time 
and broken down regionally by size classes, business sectors, and socio-
economic char acter i s tics. Birch (1979) has attempted to develop a means 
of better understanding the dynamics of indiv i dual firms as they interact 
within the overall economy. Birch maintains that individual firms, not 
some abstraction called "the economy," generate jobs, export products, 
and utilize natural resources. Through a firm's location decisions, 
settlement patterns are determined. Extrapolating from the Birch 
experience, it appears that a detai led examination of i ndividual high 
technology firms would provide an increased understanding of high tech-
nology industry's ability to .generate employment in the State of Maine . 
Moreover, insights would be generated about where high technology 
employment generation has taken pl ace in t he past and where it can 
reasonably be expected to occur in the future. 
The emergence of high technology as a major growth sector in Maine is 
a relatively new phenomenon. Very little research has focused on the 
extent to which continued growth is likely to impact the educational, 
employment, or development policies of the state. Furthermore, little is 
known about what effect the state's socio-economic characteristics are 
likely to have on the future expansion of high technology. Much of the 
1 iterature dedicated to theoretical or empirical research on the process 
of job generat ion and the nature and impacts of high technology develop# 
ment quite often deal in general terms with national or regional trends. 
The appearance of a new growth industry generates a heightened interest in 
the potential for increased numbers of new jobs. The sudden surge of ~ 
new industry can produce dramatic employment growth. For example, tit 
Massachusetts, during a twenty-four month period between 1976 and 1978. 
the state's engineering and scientific instrument firms generated o'ier 
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nature of such growth is to identify the sources of this job creation a, 
the extent to which it replaces jobs lost during the same period. 
Birch has identified six separate processes by which employment 
changes take place: births, expansions, in-migrations, deat hs, 
contractions, and out-migrations . In his research, Birch (1979) found the 
birth and expansion of firms to be the principal force affecting the net 
creation of jobs. The net result upon an area's employment base due to 
the in-migration and out-migration of firms is virtually negligible. 
Also, the rate of job loss for any given geographic area appears quite 
stable over time, and varies little from place to place, generally ranging 
from 7 to 9 percent annually (Birch, 1979). 
Although Birch's study relates to the overall U.S . economy , the 
methodology, with some refinements, could prove useful to an examination 
of the high technology industry in Maine. The need for reassessing 
Birch's work has been pointed out by Haworth (1979). Haworth noted that 
the data base used by Birch (1979) did not allow tracking the physical 
assets of a firm. For example, the sale or merger of an existing firm and 
its rel ated production to another firm erroneously show the death of one 
firm and the respective loss of jobs, coupled with the birth or expansion 
of a new firm and its associated job creation. In reality, production and 
employment levels most likely remain unchanged. Using an improved version 
of the same Dun and Bradstreet data fi les used by Birch (1979), findings 
provided by the Brookings Institute show that small companies of 100 
employees or less were responsible for a net creation of 37 percent of new 
jobs between 1978 and 1980 . This finding is at substantial variance to 
Birch's results which found that small firms were responsible for approxi-
mately 66 percent of net new jobs between 1969 and 1976 (Levin and 
Rumberger, 1983) . 
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Tracking Employment Generation in Maine1s High Technology 
Industri es 
Accurately tracing the growth of new employment in Maine's high tech-
nology industries required addressing problems encountered in earlier 
studies of the job generation process. Particular attention was given to 
distinguishing between actual job creation or loss and acqui sition and 
di vest iture acti v ity. As previ ous 1y noted, thi s was a methodo 1 ogi ca 1 
problem which Birch was unable to resolve. 
High technology firms chosen for inclusion in this study were 
defined by the SIC classification assigned to that operation for the year 
under study. The assignment of SIC classifications to manufacturing 
industr i es is performed by the Bureau of Employment Security and based on 
information provided by the Bureau of Labor Standards. Over time, firms 
may elect to change the complete manufacturing operation to the produc-
tion of a new product . Also, in the case of a plant producing more than 
one product, the product mix, or volumes at which the various products are 
manufactured, may also change . In either instance , the product variation 
over time may be substantial enough to indicate a needed change in the 
firm's SIC categorization. 
As the result of changes in a firm's SIC classification, it is 
possible for a firm to move in and out of stipulated high technology 
indus tri es. Unnoted, such occurrences cou1 d 9ive the appearance of the 
birth or death of a firm, similar to the problem produced by acquisition 
and divestiture activity over the time period involved in the study. 
Fortunately, the limited size of the high technology sector in Maine made 
it possible to examine each firm individually to determine whether 1t 
operated previously under a non-high technology classification prior to 
appearing in the study, or if in cases where a firm no longer appears id 
the study in later years it switched production to a non-high technofogf 
area. 
By examining thoroughly the characteristics of individual finn 
throughout the entire data base and determi n i ng precisely and accurattly 
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the job generation which had taken place, a framework was designed to con-
ceptualize the information and facilitate analysis . A class ifi cation 
system was deve l oped based on the origination and operation of the fir st 
inc 1 uded in the study between the years 1 970 to 1976 , and 1976 to 1980 
The framework was composed of the following five categories. 
1. New Pl ants (NP): These are actual new operations. They have I 
predecessor number which wou l d indicate previous ownership or 
change in legal entity. They do not appear in a study yea 
earlier than the one under consideration, and the chargeback an 
liability dates (defined in the appendix) occur between t hl 
study year und er consideration and the previous study year . 
Also, these firms do not appear previously in a different SIC 
category . 
2. Cl os ed Plan t s (CP) : These are plants which have ceased 
operating . They do not have a successor ID number which would 
indicate acquisition by another firm, and do not appear in a sub-
sequent study year under the SIC category under consideration or 
any other SIC category . 
3. Cont i nuous Op erati ons (CO): Firms classified in this category 
are physical plants which operated continuously under any name or 
high technology SIC category during any two consecutive study 
years . Given the nature of the data base, t hese operations are 
defined in the following manner : Firms which have employment and 
an employer ID number under anyone of the high technology SIC 
classifications in any two consecutive study years; or have a 
predecessor or successor ID number which relates to a firm having 
employment and an employer ID number under an y one of the high 
technology SIC classifications in an immed i ately previous or sub-
sequent study year . 
4. New Cont i nuous Oper at i on s (NC) : This category refers to firms 
which were in operation during a previous study year or have a 
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predecessor number whi ch shows employment in a previous study 
year, but not under any of the high technology SIC categories. 
Hence, the operation is "new" to high technology industries, but 
is not a newly started manufacturing operation. 
5. Closed Continuous Operations (CC): The firms categorized as CC 
are firms which do not appear in any of the high technology 
industries in an immediately subsequent study year or have a suc-
cessor number which relates to a firm wi th employment in a high 
technology indust ry in an immediate subsequent study year. These 
are firms which are still operating as a non-high technology firm 
in a subsequent study year or hav e a successor number which 
re lates to a firm operating in a non-high technology SIC in a 
subsequent study year. 
This classification method provided a balanced accounting of the 
tabulation procedures while still providing a mo re deta i led analysis of 
the activity occurring within each SIC category. For example: using the 
number of high technology firms in 1970 as a base, plus the number of new 
plants (NP) whi ch began operations between 1970 and 1976, plus the number 
of previously operating firms which moved into the high technology clrea 
between 1970 and 1976 (NC), les s the plants which closed between thos.e -
years (CP) less the plants which contin ue operating but moved out of high 
technology production (CC), · yields the number of high technology f irms 
operating in 1976. A simi lar method could be applied to emploj'1l1ent 
figures by taking into account the net change in employment experienced by 
plants which operated continuously from 1970 to 1976 . 
PRESENTATION OF HIGH TECHNOLOGY DATA 
A description of high technology industries in Maine and the d'ynami's 
of the job generation process in these industries since 1970 is the s"&-
ject matter of this chapter . Guiding the analysis of these industr lti 
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How are firms distributed among specific high technology 
industries and has this distribution changed over time? 
What is the geographic distribution of high technology firms 
within the state and how is this distribution changing? 
How dynamic have Maine's high technology industries been with 
respect to plant openings, closings , and acquisitions? 
How is employment generation distributed by size, age, SIC, and 
type of firm? 
Does Maine show a potential comparative advantage for specific 
high technology SIC's? 
What impl ications can be drawn f rom the Maine data for rural com-
munities seeking high technology development? 
The Growth and Distribution of High Technology in Maine 
During the time period covered by this study the number of high tech-
nology plants and related employment in Maine experienced a continuous 
increa,se. In 1970, 39 plants with a total of 5,379 employees existed. 
This contrasts with 61 plants and 6,902 employees in 1976 and 65 plants 
with 10,688 employees in 1981. Over the eleven-year period from 1970 to 
19B1. the 98.3 percent increase in employment in high technology manufac-
turing sector compares with a 4.8 percent increase in employment in the 
Ijeneral manufacturing sector of the Maine economy . It is notable that 
thfs amount of growth in employment was also more than double the growth 
of total non -farm wage employment in Maine during the period from 1970 to 
1981. 
With a higher than average amount of growth in employment, it is 
rus onable to assume that these high technology industries have also 
IIcme a more important sector of the Maine economy. Relative to the 
total Maine manufacturing employment, high technology employment has grown 
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from 5.0 percent in 1970 to 9.4 percent in 1981. This represents 2.4 per-
cent of total Maine employment in 1970 and 3. 2 percent in 1981. Of the 
total U.S. employment in high technology, Maine represented 0.2 percent 
i n 1970 with an increase to 0.3 percent in 1981. 
When analyzed by size class the distribution of high technology firms 
and related employment show marked dissimi larity from the distributions 
exhibited by all manufacturing firms in Maine . Table 1 presents a com-
parison of the size distribution of the number of firms in Maine while 
Table 2 compares a distribution of the number of employees in 1981 . 
TABLE 1 
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF ALL MANUFACTURING FIRMS AND HIGH TECHNOLOGY 
MANUFACTURING FIRMS, BY NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES, MAINE, 1981 
Number of Total Maine High Tech 
Emelotees Manufacturing Manufacturing 
0-49 82.1 46.2 
50-249 13 . 0 30.8 
250+ 4.9 23.0 
Tota 1 100.0 100.0 
(X2 = 69.7,2 d.f., si9. = 0.01) 
Source: Maine Department of Employment Security. High Technology 
Empl oroent in Maine and Selected States . Technical Services Monogra~h 
LMEP- 0, July, 1981. 
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TABLE 2 
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF ALL MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT AND HIGH 
TECHNOLOGY EMPLOYMENT BY NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES, MAINE, 1981 
Total Maine High Tech 
Size Class Manuf acturi ng Manufacturing 
0-49 14.2 3.8 
50-249 28.9 22.1 
250+ 56.9 74.1 
Tota 1 100.0 100 .0 
X2 :; 1538.5, 2 d. f., sig. :; 0.01) 
Source: Maine Department of Employment Security . High Technology 
Employment in Maine and Selected States. Technical Services Monograph 
LMEP-IO, July 1981. 
The distribution pattern of firms and employment exhibited by the 
general manufacturing sector of the Maine economy is typical of national 
trends whereby the majority of firms appear in the smaller size category 
and diminish in number as firm size increases. Conversely, the greatest 
percent age of employment is represented by the largest firms while the 
&lOre numerous, smaller firms are responsible for a decreasing share of 
lota 1 emp 1 oymen t. 
As seen in Tables 1 and 2, the high technology manufacturing 
industries in Maine deviated significantly from the general manufacturing 
sector. particularly in the size distribution of firms . On the employment 
s.i de. the data appeared to i nd i c ate that hi gh techno logy emp 1 oyment was 
more heavily weighted toward sizes larger than the norm . In both 
instances. the tendency for high technology firms to exhibit larger than 
avergge size characteristics became even more pronounced when compared to 
all businesses in Maine, as opposed to the general manufacturing sector 
al one . 
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An examination of these size distributions for the years 1970, 1976 
and 1981 produced no significant pattern of change over time. The chi-
square test of size distribution and time was not significant. 
A general overview of the 3-digit SIC categories which make up the 
high technology industries indicated a lessening of the concentration of 
firms and employment among a few of the larger SIC's. In 1970, the 
largest SIC categories in terms of the number of firms in Maine with that 
classification comprised 56.5 percent of high technology firms that year. 
This percentage was reduced to 44.6 percent by 1981. Sim ilar ly, the 3 
largest SIC's for empl oyment in 1970 accounted for 78.4 percent of high 
technology employment. In 1981, this concentration had fallen to 61.5 
percent. Table 3 illustrates this decline in concentration as well as a 
listing of the top 3 SIC categories in 1970 and 1981. 
The rate of growth, in percentage terms, of high technology firms and 
employment should not be confused with the actual number of jobs produced 
by this sector of Maine's economy. Between 1970 and 1981 the 98 percent 
increase in high technology employment in Maine certainly far exceeded the 
31 percent increase in similar employment nationwide. However, the actua l 
number of jobs which made up this net increase was merely 5,289, or an 
average increase of only 480 jobs each year during that 11 year period. 
Overall, the Maine economy increased by an average of well over 10,000 
jobs each year during the same period. 
Even under the most optimistic conditions, national high technology 
employment is not expected to exceed 7 percent of all new job generation I 
by 1990 (Levin and Rumberger , 1983). Currently, Maine's high technologJ : 
employment stands at roughly 3.2 percent of total employment for thfl 
state, but more importantly, it was found that employment in this sect " 
prayed an increasingly 1 arger role in both manufacturing and tot"l 
I 
employment in each of the study years. A major question, however, is hOw 
, 
much wi 11 the New Engl and region di ffer in high technology empl.o)1ltlt 
growth relative to national trends and other regional trends~ rOt 
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is the highest ratio in the nation . Will Maine be able to close this gap 
and recei ve a 1 arger proportion of high technology employment in New 
Engl and? 
Regional Growth of High Technology Within Maine 
It was anticipated from the 1 iterature and previous studies of high 
technology industry locations that the corri dor region along Interstate-95 
from Kittery to Bangor would contain the greatest concentration of these 
firms in the state . If it is indeed warrantable that areas near and 
around the Rte. 128 high technology center in Boston, Massachusetts can 
expect increased high technology growth due to a diffus ion from the Rte. 
128 area as that center begins to approach its ho ld ing capacity (Batt, 
1981), then it is logical that Maine's share of this diffusion would be 
greatest in the so uthern area closest to Boston and diminish as one moved 
northward along the state's primary transportation route away from Boston. 
Furthermore, high technology firms responding to the Premus (1982) survey 
indicated a bias toward locating in urban areas. The data assembled for 
the pres ent study support these contentions . 
Table 4 presents the proportions of the various aspects of high tech-
nology industries descri bed by region in 1981. The corridor region 
accounted for 82.1 percent, 85.2 percent, and 81.5 percent of the state ' s 
high technology firms in 1970, 1976, and 1981 respectively. Also, this 
region accounted for 86.4 per.cent, 89.2 percent, and 88.3 percent of the 
state's high technology employment in those same study years. 
The regional findings depicted in Table 4 obviously present signifi-
cant implications con cernin g the likelihood of high technology industries 
provid ing a substantial source of employment and economic growth in rural 
areas . Although rural regions within the state have experienced some 
increase in the number of high technology plants and employment, the 
actual numbers involved are quite small. More importantly, high tech-
nology manufacturin g employment makes up a much smaller percentage of 
total manufacturing employment in rural regions than it does in the urban 
Corridor, as shown in Table 5. 
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TABLE 4 
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF HIGH TEC HNOLOGY FIRMS 
AND RELATED VAR IABLES, MAINE, 1981 
Percent of Total High Technology 
Value of Capital 
Region Firms Em~s . ~roduct ex~end i tures Ex~orts 
Corridor 81.5 88.3 91.1 92.8 75.7 
All Others* 18.5 11.7 8.9 7. 2 24 . 3 
Tota 1 100.0 100 .0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
*Confidentiality restrictions prohibit a further breakdown of these 
dat a by regi on . 
Source: Data obtained from the computerized data files of the Maine 






HIGH TECHNOLOGY EMPLOYMENT AS A PERCENT OF ALL MANUFACTURING 









Source: Maine Department of Employment Security . High Technology 
Employment in Maine and Selected States. Technical Services Monograph 
LMEP-10, July , 1981. 
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Furthermore , the fact that the Corridor Region maintained its large 
share of high technology activity since 1970 would seem to indicate that 
rural areas have yet to exhibit a dist inct ability to provide the loca-
tional incentives necessary to attract a significant number of high tech-
nology firms to the State of Maine. 
In discussions concerning Maine's business and economic charac-
teristics the argument has been made that there exist two rather distinct 
areas with in the state: the urbanized, more rapidly expanding corridor 
region, and the more rural areas throughout the remainder of the state. 
For reasons cited earlier, an analysis of production related data for the 
1970 and 1976 periods would prove misleading due to t he extent of missing 
data. This limitation required that any examination of such variables as 
value of product, age, multi-plant status , investment in plant and equip-
ment, and import/export data be restricted primari ly to the 1981 study 
year, for which data were complete for both high technology and all 
manufacturing firms in Maine. 
Given this limitation, a comparison of the average value of produc-
tion per firm between high tec hnology manufacturing firms and all manufac-
turing firms in the state showed that high technology firms averaged 
almost three times the value of product as did the general manufacturing 
firms in Maine: $10,281,700 versus $3,493,800. Upon closer examinatlon 
it was found that the average value of production per employee was 
actually greater for the general manufacturing sector than it was for hi~h 
technology industries. Such a situation could be explained as beln,g due 
to greater average employment in high teChnology industries, and in fact 
it was found that in 1981 high technology firms averaged 164 employess per 
plant while the general manufacturing firm averaged 47 employees per firm. 
As shown in Table 6 high technology plants in urban areas produced at 
a higher average rate per employee than did plants in rural , settings 
Interestingly, the reverse situation was true for all plant§' in the 
general manufacturing sector. Also notable is the fact thafr in both 
regional categories and the state as a whole, the general manufacturi ng 
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TABLE 6 











Source: Maine State Planning Office. The Economy : A Forecast to 
1990. 
sector showed greater average rates of production per employee. The data 
contained in this table may hypothetically indicate several things : 
First, that from the perspective of the urban/rural interaction, high 
technology plants have distinctly different production characteristics 
than manufacturing firms as a whole. Second, given previous studies which 
have shown an inverse relationship between the labor intensity (versus 
machine automation) of a production process and the amount of product pro-
duc.ed per unit of labor, the data would seem to indicate that high tech-
noJogy plants in rural settings are more labor intensive than those in 
urban . while the opposite is true for plants in the general manufacturing 
sector . 
Expanding further, specifically in the case of high technology 
industries. recent theories have suggested various stages of growth 
involving specific locational and labor needs (Abernathy and Utterback, 
1978; Hekman , 1978). The proposed theories have suggested that these 
f irms in their early stages have strong ties to urban areas wh ich provide 
larger pools of professional research and support services, as well as 
professional and trained labor. It is only in the later stages when the 
production process, and the product itself, have been refined and ratio-
utilized tothe point that it can be instituted on a large scale that the 
pl ant becomes more independent of its urban ties and, as a primarily 
27 
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fo.otloose firm by its nature, is able to locate in less congested areas 
and be able to take advantage of lesser trained labor pools. Gro\ith 
theories such as these would explain the higher labor intensity of hi9h 
technology firms in rural ar eas , which is further substantiated in 
Table 7. 
Table 7, which presents the average in vestment in plant and equipmen: 
per employee by firms in Maine, is perhaps a better indicator of the labor 
intensity of the production processes of these firms. The data in th is 
table further support the contention that high technology firms in Mai ne 
tend to be more labor intensive in rural settings. 
TABLE 7 
AVERAGE INVESTMENT IN PLANT AND EQUIPMENT PER EMPLOYEE 
Manufacturing Sector Rura 1 
($000 's) 
High technology 2. 8 4.8 
General 11.5 3.0 
Source: Maine State Planning Office . The Maine Economy: A 
Forecast to 1990. 
While data in Table 7 are also provided for firms in the general 
manufacturing sector, it is for informational purposes only and no attempt 
is made to use it to support similar growth theories, or as the data 
suggest, an opposing growth theory . This should be evident as the growth 
theories proposed for high technology industries assume the condition 
that large- sca1e manufacturing plants of this category are footloose in 
their locational needs, whi le no single locat ional typology can be 
assigned to the overall manufacturing sector even as a general statement. 
28 
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The Dynamics of High Technology Industries in Maine and the Job 
Generation Process 
One of the more important goals of this study was to examine the 
level of activity in high technology industries, especially in relation 
l~ the creation of new jobs and the loss of employment opportunities. 
S,imilarly, (Birch, 1979) raised two fundamental questions on job genera-
I 
li on in the national economy: First, what type of firm is expanding; and 
iecond, what type of firm is associ ated with the generation of new jobs? 
~rch' s studies found that the answer to both questions was small, inde-
pendent firms. Specifically, in the Northeast 67 percent of manufac-
turing jobs created between 1974 and 1976 were in firms 0-4 years old, 
predominant ly independent, and with twenty or fewer emp 1 oyees. 
These findings and those of Hekmen (1978) have led to the suggestion 
that a successful economic development policy for the United States would 
be targeted to assisting the start-up of small, independently owned, tech-
nology oriented firms. These policies must take into account the mana-
gerial requisites. This study made no attempt to examine these aspects of 
promoting high technology firm growth, but instead analyzed the charac-
teristics of the emerging high technology sector in Maine as a means of 
providing insight into the appropri ateness of a pol icy advocating a con-
centration of development efforts on small, independent firms. 
Employment Changes Between 1970-1976, and 1976-1981 
Using the previously defined classification system, Table 8 shows 
that although there was a greater degree of activity in terms of plant 
start-ups and plant closings between 1970-1976 than during the 1976-1981 
period, the latter time frame was one during which a greater number of 
jobs was created and fewer jobs were lost. This can be attributed to the 
fact that during the 1970-1976 period an average of 33.8 jobs was created 
per high technology business start-up. New high technology enterprises 
started between 1976 and 1981 employed by contrast an average of 84.4 
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I 
slightly from an average of 42.7 jobs lost per plant to 40 . 0 average lost 
jobs per closed down plant. 
The number of plants which operated continuously within the high 
techno logy sector between 1976 and 1981 was cons i derab 1 y greater than 
those which operated continuously during the earlier period. The net 
increase in employment resulting from these continuous operations was also 
significantly greater in the later period. From 1970 to 1976 the result 
of expansion and contraction among these firms produced a net gain of 100 
additional jobs . During the later period from 1976 to 1981, the net 
change in employment increased considerably to a gain of 2,194 new jobs. 
The specific number of firms and jobs associated with expanded or 
contracted firms during these two time periods is provided in Table 9. 
TABLE 9 
EMPLOYMENT CHANGES DUE TO PLANT EXPANSIONS AND CONTRACTIONS IN HIGH 




Peri od Plan ts - Jobs Average 
\ 1970-1976 13 926 71.2 
\ 1~76-1981 29 2,354 172.9 
1970-1976 AND 1976-1981* 
Contractions 
Lost 







\ \ *Figures are for plants which operated continuously within any high 
~ Jlology SIC during the time period specified. 
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As indi cated in Table 9 the later period was one during which there 
were not only many more plants which expanded and fewer contracted, but 
the employment gain as a result of an expand ed work force was larger 
during the 1976-1981 period . Moreover , the 1976-1981 period averaged 
almost 173 more employees due to expansion versus an average increas e of 
71 employees per expanded plant during 1970-1976. Conversely, the number 
of jobs lost due to reduced operations among high technology plants wh ich 
operated continuously during t he study years was less during the later 
period in both absolute and average figures . 
Six firms mo ved into or out of the high tec hnology industries dur ing 
both periods under study. The six firms in the earl ier period averaged 
nearly double the number of employees per firm (144) than did those in the 
1976-1981 period (73). 
The 1976-1981 period was characterized by larger new firms , smaller 
closed firms, and more numerous continuously operated firms (which pro-
duced a greater net gain in high technology employment) than the 1970-1976 
period . These industries are becoming increasingly charact erized by 
larger, more stable firms . Further evidence of this phenomenon ani:! a 
detailed analysis of the char acteristics of these hig h t ec hnology firms in 
Maine are provi ded in the next sub-s ection . 
Plant Characteristics and the Job Generation Process 
Previous st udies of t he national economy found that indep endently 
own ed firms are responsible for the major share of job creation ill Ute 
U. S. Tables 10 and 11 illustrate a different situation within the tri-", 
technology industries in Maine. For reasons of confi dent iality, it '!U 
necessary to combine several more deta iled categories _within these t~bl~. 
The non-indep endent category was originally comprised of three SI!P( ,.tt 
columns wh ic h classify a plant as the parent headquarters, operating til,,· 
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TABLE 10 
HIGH TECHNOLOGY EMPLOYMENT GROWTH BY TYPE OF FIRM AND 
TYPE OF ACTIVITY, MAINE, 1970-1976 
(in percent) 
Total Employment Gain By: 
In dependent Non-Independent 
13.3 24.4 
New Contin ued 0.2 29 .9 
Continuous Operations 2.1 30 . 1 
Tota 1 15 .5 84.5 
TABLE 11 
HIGH TECHNOLOGY EMP LOYM ENT GROWTH BY TYPE OF FIRM AND 
TYPE OF ACTIVITY, MAINE, 1976-1981 
Type of 
Activity 
New Pl an·t 
New Continued 
Continuous Operation . 
Total 
(in percent) 
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As indicated in Tables 10 and II, approximately 85 percent of all new 
jobs created during each period was associated with plants which operated 
as part of a multi-plant corporation. These findings are ;n direct 
contrast to those of previous studies of job generation within the 
national economy wh ich showed that a predominant source of new jobs was 
provided by independent, free-standing enterprises. Clearly, th i s infor-
mation fails to support the hypothesis that over 50 percent of job 
creation within the high technology industries in Maine during 1970 to 
1981 was attributed to activity within independently owned high tech-
nology firms. 
Table 12 presents the percentage distribution of all new jobs 
created in the high technology industries in Maine between 1976 and 1981 
by size and age of firm. As a precise measure of new jobs only, this 
tab 1 e refl ec ts on 1y those new jobs created as the result of a new plant 
start-up, or the expansion of an existing high technology plant. The 
inclusion of high technology jobs associated with plants which simply 
moved into the high technology arena during the study period had no signi-
ficant effect on these relationships . The findings presented here show a 
definite trend in favor of the larger sized firms. In fact, while Bireh''S 
study of the national economy reported that approximately two-thirds of 
all new jobs were generated by firms employing less than 20 people. the 
figures in Table 12 show that firms employing up to 250 workers generated 
just slightly more than 25 percent of new jobs in these industries. The 
impact of age, although less clearly evident than size, appears to be i n 
favor of older firms. As the age category increases from 0-5 years , to 
6-10 years, to 10 years or older, the distribution of jobs generated 
changes from 30.9 percent, to 20.8 percent , to 48.3 percent, res pect i vely , 
These findings fai 1 to provide support for the hypothesis which favored 
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TABLE 12 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF NEW JOBS IN HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES 
IN MA INE BETWEEN 1976 AND 1981 BY SIZE AND AGE OF FIRM 
Size of Age of Firm (,~ears ) 
Firm (Jobs) 0-5 6-10 10+ Tota 1 
0-9 0.5 0. 2 0.0 0. 7 
10-49 4.9 1.1 0.0 6.0 
40-49 12.0 3.5 4.0 19.5 
250+ l3.5 15.9 44.3 73.8 
Tota 1 30.9 20.8 48.3 100.0 
Table 13 shows the relationship between type of operation and the 
size of the firms in Maine in high technology. As seen in this table 
lIIulti plant operations were significantly larger than their single plant 
tounterparts. (Additional findings also showed that multi-plant firms in 
Maine produced a significantly higher value of product (chi-square = 10.4. 
a dif.. sig . = 0.01) and exhibited a significantly higher level of capital 
\ &penditures (chi-square = 27 .0. 2 dif.. S1g . = 0.01) than single plant 
~uf acturers. In teres t i ng ly. the 1 ike 1 i hood that manuf acturers mi ght 
IItllize export markets as an outlet for their products had no significant 
nlationship to its corporate affiliations. 
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TABLE 13 
FIRM EMPLOYMENT SIZE VERSUS THE OCCURRENCE OF MULTI-PLANT OPERATIONS 













(chi-square 29.9,1 d.f., sig. 0.01). 
POLICY IMPLICATIONS FOR STATE OF MAINE 
Some Fundamental Policy Issues 





Despite the growing attention and resource commitment given toecono-
mic development throughout the United States, there is fundamental 
disagreement about the efficacy of government's role in this process. The 
pivotal issue appears to be the extent and nature of involvement! At a 
national level there are those who argue for a national industrial po l icy 
where troubled industries can be rescued and growth industries acceler-
ated. In contrast to government intervention with direct aid tospec ifi c 
industries or regions are "supply-side" pol icies designed to encourage 
fa s ter growth through increases in private investment driven ,by tax cuts 
and reduced regulation. Many difficult questions remain unanswered: is a 
market oriented strategy sufficient in the international marketplace? tan 
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industries? If the pace of innovation is accelerated, how can dislocated 
workers, caught in the middle, find employment? Debated solutions to date 
have included some form of "protectionism" and/or quota restrictions, tax 
and trade initiatives and relaxation of antitrust restrictions with little 
indicat ion of an emergent industri al pol icy (Wachter and Wacht er , 1981). 
A third position has emerged, a kind of middle-ground, that essen-
tial ly avoids the many difficult pol itical issues associated with specific 
recommendations and concentrates on points of possible agreement. This 
includes support for basic research, more spending for science and engi-
neering education and measures designed to allow high technology entrepre-
neurs to tap new sources of capital through modest changes in current 
pension fund investment rules (Bluestone and Harrison, 1982) . 
At a subnational geog raphi c level, state and local governments are 
searchi ng for some workable combination of labor, tax structure, public 
infrastructure and venture capital that will distinguish their region as 
attractive for economic development . But the fundamental question 
remains: Beyond the creat ion of a favorable business climate, how acti ve 
a role can states and localities play in economic development? There are 
t;hose who argue that even if the difference is marginal - e. g., 1 percent 
a year in additional growth - the effort is worth it. On the other hand 
there are those who do not place much faith in state and local development 
!'policies - a role limited to facilitation of a limited number of minor 
-ev-ents . Within this vi ew, the most significant factors influencing econo-
mlc activity are broad national economic and demographic trends. Can an 
industrial policy cushion a region against reversals? Can an industrial 
policy lift a rural locality or region out of a declining or stagnated 
env iY.QDment? Although there is sufficient evi dence to suggest that formal 
pol i cieS do make an impact in settings exper iencing fundamental structural 
change in their economies, the question of "the extent of government 
involveme-nt" is still an unr esolved issue (Wachter and Wachter , 1981). 
A recent MIT study has noted that there are few common requis ites 
that lead to high technology development when multiple geographic regions 
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are compared (Bollinger, et a1., 1983). Thus there may be many different 
combinations of prerequisites that lead to high technology growth . It may 
well be necessary to determine carefully the unique or idiosyncratic fac-
" 
tors in a region th~t lead to a distinctive comparative advantage. Local ' I 
and state assistance in this process may be their greatest contribut i on to 
policy develo pment for a region. 
Imp l icati on s of Study Find i ngs for a Hig h Technology 
St r at egy f or Mai ne 
The following policy implications appear to flow from the present 
study: 
1. There appear to be two d i stinct regions in the State of Maine. 
One, a rural region with little high technology activity and an "urban" 
region with virtually 80 percent of the high technology growth. Maine 
should have a technology strategy with sufficient detail to address the 
distinct needs of these two regions. Perhaps the distinction between pro-
cess and product coul d provide some insight. The rural regions, with 
more mature industries in food processing and paper, could apply new pro-
cess technologies to increase productivity and competiveness while the 
urban areas would continue to expand new high technology products . 
2. The finding that large out of state firms account for the 
majority of employment generation in high technology sectors certainly has 
implications for state venture capital policies. These firms with ample 
resources at their own disposal should not require capital inducements 
from state development agenc i es. Based on the strength of numerous 
studies indicating the need for venture capital availability, several 
states have initi ated steps to increase the scope and vis i bi 1 ity of 
publicl y operated or publicly subsidized capital financing mechanisms 
(Maine Development Foundation , 1984). The data presented above clearly 
show that job creation in high technology industries i n Main e is dominated 
by nonindependent plants . Given the f i nancial resources of multi-plant 
corporations, (over 90 percent of which have headquarters outside the 
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State of Maine) it is questionable that the availability of start-up capi-
ta l within Maine would playa major role in their location and expansion 
decisions . Conversely, the data can also be used to support the argument 
that perhaps the low degree of growth and activity within independently 
owned firms in Maine is an indication of the need for improved financing 
programs in this state. 
It was hypothesized at the outset of this study that, based on the 
literature associated with technology-related industries and other studies 
on the job generation process , the majority of new jobs created within the 
high technology industries in Maine between 1976 and 1981 would be in 
smaller sized firms employing twenty people or less. Although no specific 
hypothesis was stated concerning the age of firms as it relates to job 
generation, many of the prior studies which showed the importance of 
small, independently owned firms also alluded to the notion that most of 
the job generation occurred within young firms. The fai lure to confirm 
these hypotheses in t he present study appears to be sufficient justifica-
tion to begin a preliminary re-examination of present development policies 
in the State of Maine. 
3. Maine's comparative advantage has yet to be identified. Although 
this study has isolated SIC 367, electronic components and accessories, as 
a solidifying area of activity in the state, some major applied economic 
analysis must be done before conclusions can be reached . A careful analy-
sis of backward and forward linkages of industries in this SIC could very 
well identify potential inter-industry growth . Estimated impacts of this 
growth on the Maine economy might be a logical next step. 
4. The data presented here show that the prime creators of high 
technology jobs in Maine in recent years were the larger, older, plants 
which operated as part of a multi-plant corporation. In light of the 
finding that most job creation was associated with multi-plant operations 
it is not surprising that job generation in these industries was also more 
evident in larger firms. Moreover, multi-plant firms in most cases had 
higher levels of employment, product, and capital investments than single-
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plant firms. In regards to export activity, however, neither single-plant 
nor multi-plant operations showed a significantly greater tendency to 
export than the other. Generally, high technology firms with larger 
employment levels were found to produce a higher volume of product and 
invest more in plant and equipment. Finally, it is important to note that 
54 percent of the firms and 90 percent of the employment in 1981 were 
part of multi -p lant corporations , a po int which could be taken to indicate 
that much of the high technology activity in Maine is of the large scale, 
mature industry type. If such is the case, then Maine pol icy makers must 
be wary of the pitf a 11 s assoc i ated with an over emphas i s on encouraging or 
relying upon the development of a mature industry which counts lower wage 
scales as a major input to its location decision. Maine's past experience 
with the leather and shoe industry is a prime example of an industry's 
ability to move production facilities to even lower-wage, overseas 
locations . 
5. An important aspect of this research has been the assessment of 
high technology industries as providers of future economic growth in rural 
areas. Arguments which can be put forth that Maine as a whole is rural 
not-withstanding, it would appear that high technology firms continue to 
show a definite bias toward locating in the more urbanized southern and 
corridor regions of the state. If, as has been postu1 ated, (Batt, 1981l 
the Route 128 area is reaching its high tech holding capacity and sikh 
firms are being forced to spread into neighboring states, then Maine can 
expect continued growth of this kind in the corridor region, but may' not 
experience significant increases in its rural areas. 
If the rural areas in Maine are to experience any future increase 
high technology employment and activity it would in most probability be of 
the type associated with large-scale manufacturing facilities involvin9 
little research and development activity. Much of the literature MCI 
several recent studies of the 10cationa1 needs of high-tech industries 
have reported the desirability of locating within a region served by ,1IM 
or more universities with well established research facilities. S 
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1 oc at i on a I pr eferen ces, however, are generally of greater concern for 
younger, developing industries. Several growth stage theories related to 
high technology firms have suggested that firms at later stages , wh en the 
production process beg ins t o assume greater scales of economy, behave more 
like traditional footloose indust ries . It is at these later, labor inten-
sive stages that rur al areas may possess the abi I ity to attract high 
technology firms . 
On the basis of a single study it would be presumptious to detail a 
high technology strategy for the State of Maine; nevertheless , several 
observations app ear warrantable: the State of Maine should consider at 
the highes t priority an effort to articulate the st ate's unique com-
parative advantage in hi gh technology in both the s hort and long run. 
This review should en compass the fundam ental structural differences in the 
economy between the northern and southern portions of the state and 
secondly, an estimate of the polit ic al resolve necessary to impl ement a 
hi gh technology strategy . 
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APPENDIX A 
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED IN THIS REPORT 
A. NcYTles and addresses: refers to the bus iness name and Maine 
addres s of the high-technology plant in question . 
B. 3-digit SIC classification: refers to the 3-digit Standard 
Industrial Classification codes which have been designated as 
high-technology industries for purposes of this study . Firms 
in Maine are classified into one or more 4-dig it codes by 
the Department of Employment Security according to their pro-
ducts or service. 
C. Liability date: date on wh ich the firm was found to be 
liabl e for unemployment compensation tax. Liability is 
established for any firm wh ich (1) at least one employee who 
has been paid $1,500 in any quarter, (2) or one person 
employed for a 20-week period. 
D. Chargeback date: The date which the Maine Bureau of Employ-
ment Sec urity records as a 
irregardless of subsequent 
employer 10 number. 
firm's initial liabi lity date, 
changes in t he operation 's 
E. Current employer 10: the State of Maine Bureau of Employment 
Security ID number ass igned to the firm at the time it is 
be i ng ex amined. 
F. Predecessor ID: the state 10 number whi ch the f irm had prior 
to its current one . 
G. Successor ID: the new state ID number given to a firm 
following its current ID for reasons of an acquisition or 
change in corporate status . 
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APPENDIX A (continued) 
II. ECONOMIC REGIONS 
A. Corridor region: York, Cumberland, Androscoggin, Kennebec, 
Sagadahoc, and Penobscot Counties 
B. Eastern region: Lincoln, Knox , Waldo , Hancock, and 
Washington Counties 
C. Western region: Oxford, Franklin, Somerset, and 
Piscataqu is Counties 
D. Northern region: Aroostook County 
III. THREE-DIGIT HIGH-TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES 
203 drugs 
348 ordinance and accessories, exc ept vehicles and guided missiles 
357 of fi ce, comput ing, and accounting machines 
361 electric transmission and distribution equipment 
362 mo tors and generators 
363 hous ehold appliances 
364 electric lighting an d wi ring equipment 
365 radio and television receiving equipment, except communicati on 
types 
366 communi cation equipment 
367 electronic components and accessories 
369 mi scellaneous electrical machinery, equipment , and supplies 
376 guided missiles and space veh icles and parts 
379 miscellaneous transportation equ ipment 
381 engineering , l aboratory, scientific, and research instruments 
and associ ated equi pment 
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APPENDIX B-1 
High Technology Employment Loss by Type of Firm and Type of Activity, 
Maine, 1970-1976 

























Type of Activitt Independent N on- Independent Tot a 1 
C 1 as ed P 1 an t 2.5 42.0 44.6 
C10sed Continued 14.1 15.9 30.0 
Cant inuous Operation 4. 5 21.0 29;. 4 
Tota 1 21.1 78 . 9 10.0. 0 
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